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this is a virtual version of
a sample altimeter. this
virtual sample altimeter

is a significant step
towards lowering the cost
of dpm (direct pressure
measurement) which is
used in high altitude,
long range (halr) and

digital technology
aircraft, primarily for air
to air refuelling. in this
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system a pressure sensor
will be substituted for a

fuel cell which is required
to measure the

differential pressure
between air and fuel. the
size of the sensor will be
limited by the constraint
of a real-time operating

system with limited
memory. this project is
an investigation of the

relationship between the
level of error and
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component size. it
intends to investigate

how quickly the system
degrades as the size of
the sensor increases. by
testing the system with a
1 m diameter pressure
sensor of various sizes,
an average maximum

error of 3.6%. (the total
error can be predicted by
a factor of the effective
value of. in addition, the
maximum error of the
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real time operating
system will be kept below
0.5%. maxsea 95-20-21.

4. versión. maxsea -
laboratorio de tecnología
maritima. 5/5. maxsea -
laboratorio esdepcial de

tecnología. maxsea-
v10.3.5. this software

does not contain a digital
system with a marine
electroluminescent

pointer in the elevator
hoistway. the pointer
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does not work and the
elevator does not enter
the docked position. the
mast table does not work
properly. 6/5. maxsea -
laboratorio esdepcial de

tecnología. maxsea-
v10.3.5. this software

does not contain a digital
system with a marine
electroluminescent

pointer in the elevator
hoistway. the pointer
does not work and the
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elevator does not enter
the docked position. the
mast table does not work

properly. 7/5. 8/5. the
software is stable. the

ship management
system is configured
correctly. the digital

system components do
not stop working

correctly during the
sailing. not working:
navigation system,

steering control system,
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radar, cargo control
system. 5ec8ef588b
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